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A DUAL-MODE INDFUM FLAME DETECTQR’ 

SUMMAR\- 

X normal flame i~nizati~w dekctor has been nnxx&_hkd such Ullnaik the flame 
burns in contact with li,quid indium and tthe emission lhxn hncpionnaa or its Bklides c,an 
be detected by .a spectr~ometer or a ~ker-lphrtounnuk~p~e~ combhnatiorn. The fkme 
ionization detector’s response is unimpaimd by Ithe pre~nce off inadium and may be 
monitored simultaneously with the phortometic signal- Ry cEnclice off speclmd>mmnelier 
wavelength it is possible to ascertain wUneUkr a connnpounnd ehUed ffrom~n klne gas 

chromatograph contains chhrinc, bromine, OH i&e. 

INTRODI;CTIOX 

To an increasing extent, ,gas cRnromah_grapanlic [GC) ana.&sis reties pnpon a vatiehy 
of highly selective detectors. Several <atE Ithese Maize opltical emission obknhed hm 
a hydrogen flame in which the compounds emerging lkonmn lthe clnronnaltograpBpic 
column are combusted. The nxost n&able esamplle ia probabp:i ,tBne pDrno~pBmor~.~- 
sulfur detector first described by Balonx -ASP) C~~SEY-P. 

Photometric detectors in ,geaperaR Bnax-e lbeenn adequately reviewedz-5. This 
paper deals with a somewhat unique d&e&ion principle and its app&xudion in a 
normal flame ionization d&ectosi(FID). In x+6. GXLBE~Y used indhnn anal a dual 
flame hrner in an effort to determine clnlou-he, simhr to the ~e.lI-known BeiEsteimm 
reaction of halides with copper. He ffopmd, however, Ithat lthe mokcukxr emission of 
InCl was more pronounced and selective fax chlorine than the atornn.ic In tine&. 

GUTSCHE AXD H~~i~an.a~s ffurther developed the hndhm flame detectcm and 
used it in series with a thermal condPnctivi@ ce4.I oan GC e~x~eMs_ The IrnCll band 
at 3600 -4 signaled chlorine, the In& band at 3727 _% iundicated brorYliume~~8. BOW&XPAN 
et al.0 described a single-flame indianun detector sitihr to ttllaek ~eusioam od the Be&h&n 
detectorlO and obtained cscelilent sekctivi~~- for Cl, Br. or I VS. carbon comnpounrds 
at the 3600 -4 wavelength 

The use ,of hydro,gen as a ifuel is common to a.lU described indiwnn fhmes 
(as we shall c.all them SOS the sake OY brevity). hurt Pheee lthe siaaaiEatity crnds. Under- 
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standably, the variety of Rame conditions, indium configurations, and optical hard- 
ware has resulted in some disparity in performance characteristics. GILBERT~ as well 
as GUTF+X-IEAND HERRMANN', for instance, indicate that chlorine can be determined 
specifically from the InCl bands, while BOWMAN et a2.O find that chlorine, bromine, 
and iodine compounds respond equally well at the 3600 A wavelength. 

Although the indium flames vary widely in configuration and composition, 
none is quite comparable to the puny hydrogen flame used in the familiar FID. 
Optimal halide response seems to require much larger flames. 

Our own interest in the matter was not to devise yet another indium flame, but 
to dope a run-of-the-mill FID with indium and observe the spectral as well as the 
electrical effects. This dual-mode detector was deliberately run at flow rates typical 
of the FID. It was our goal to define the optical characteristics of this simple device 
and utilize it to distinguish from each other, compounds containing chlorine, bromine, 
iodine, or no halogen at all. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The detector arrangement is shown in Pigs. I and z and is largely self-esplanato- 
ry. It is similar to one we used earlier for measuring an alkali flame detector’s 
spectral response13, except that the housing was now made of cast aluminum (cour- 

l?ii. I. Dual-mode inclium flame clctector (DMIFD). (I) Photomultiplicr tube assembly; (2) intcr- 
fercnce filter; (3) quartz window; (4) aluminum detector housing; (5) detector jet tip assembly’; 
(6) CX column: (7) collector electrode assembly. 

J. CJwontato,ty., 63 (1971) 229-236 
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tesy R. J. Mosernan. Federal Pattern Works and Foundry, Indianapolis, Ind. 
U.S.A.), and a platinum electrode enters the housing through appropriate Teflon 
insulation. This arrangement is akin to several commercially available FID’s. 

I ’ a J 
0 I 2 3 mm 

Fig. 1. Dual-mock indium flame detector (&tail). (I) Steel cup; (2) detector jet tip; (3) indium 
metal; (4) hydrogen flame; (5) collector clcctrodc. 

Fig. I shows the detector in conjunction with interference filter and photo- 
multiplier, directly on top of the chromatographic column. Not visible is a stream 
of laboratory air directed at the photomultiplier housing and adaptor to keep it 
cool. Two interference filters were purchased in a sale, one I/Z in. square (3609 
A, 20 pi width at half height, 20 “/b transmission), nominally for InCl emission ; 

and one I in. disc (4111 A. 105 A, and 6o o/O respectively) for the In atomic line. 
It should be understood in this context that the choice of filters was based partially 
on monetary considerations and does not represent the optimal optical solution. 

VVhen the detector was to be used with the spectrometer, the photomultiplier- 
filter part was removed and the detector housing with the quartz window held directly 
against the spectrometer’s entrance slit. In this case, column effluents were trans- 
ferred from the gas chromatograph via heated stainless steel tubing. Hydrogen 
and air inlets, which are not shown in Fig. I, were similar to commercial constructions. 

The FID channel consisted of aBarber-Colman battery bos (- 240 V on the elec- 
trode), connected to a matched-tube electrometer from the same company. The 
photometric channel used an RCA 931-A photomultiplier tube with a Keithley 
240-A power suply and 417 picoammeter. Either the arrangement shown in Fig. I, 

or a Jarrel-Ash Sz-ooo half meter Ebert scanning spectrometer provid.ed spectral 

J. Chrowxnlogr., 63 (197x) zzg-236 
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resolution. Due to the Back (of a dnnaTl~cUn~ell 
~metric strip-chart recorders were ;~;lsfedt 
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RESCLTS hSD DISCUSSIOS 
. . _ 

In initial studies, the nitrogen carrier gas was doped with chlorobenzene, 
bromobenzene, and iodobenzene, as well as with fluorobenzene and benzene, con- 
tained in a U-tube. The spectrometer scans corresponded well to those reported in the 
Iiteraturelo~ 11. Xo spectrum was observed for fluorobenzene or benzene in the 3000- 
4600 :i region. 

Calibration curves were run for the three responsive halobenzenes using the 
two interference filters as well as the spectrometer set at various significant wave- 
lengths. By far the most notable example is shown in Fig. 3, obtained by monitoring the 
atomic In line at 4095 A (uncorrected value) with an interference filter. The In1 
band at 4094 .% adds to the response for iodobenzene but the contribution is small. 

The filters are obviously much more sensitive and much less selective than 
the spectrometer. The deviation from the linear range on a log-log plot occurs at 
about the same compound concentration on either readout. Chlorobenzene tails 
off first, presumably because more chlorine than bromine or iodine atoms are 
introduced into the flame by equal-weight injections. Since the filters, however, allow 
the log-log plot to be estended into the lower nanogram regions, the apparent 
linear range is larger. Characteristically, analysis by spectrometer is limited by 
phototube noise, analysis by filter-photomultiplier is limited by Aame noise. 

\-ery little selectivity could be obtained for chlorine with the filter at 3600 A 
in regard to the other halogens. In this case, our results are similar to those reported 
by- Bo~vx-1s c-t nLD. These authors, however, were able to obtain far better halogen- 
carbon selectivity ratios than our small flame was able to provide. Relative halide 
responses varied somewhat with flow conditions, but their analytical applicability 
is questionable. 

Nitrogen compounds showed no effect ; but sulfur or phosphorus containing 
compounds gave enhanced responses when compared to hydrocarbons. Phosphates, 
unfortunately, also appeared to diminish the response of subsequently injected 
halides. 

Keeping indium in a reservoir at the base of the flame worked well and provided 
good performance for several weeks. We have not tested the lifetime of this simple 
arrangement (Fig. z) under heavy analytical use, but woulcl espect it to compare 
favorably with the indium sources reported in the literature. 

The flame ionization response was not significantly altered by the presence 
of indiurn as could be easily shown by using a plain jet tip. No particular effort was 
made, however, to define possible minor effects of indium on the signals originating 
from different types of compounds. 

_L\ comparision of the two modes of detection as well as a visual demonstration 
of the selectivity obtainable from the spectrometer, is shown in Fig. 4. The same 
mixture, containing I ,ug of each halobenzene per ,~l of hesane, was injected repeat- 
edly, x-arying only the spectrometer wavelength setting. 

Set-era1 conclusions can be drawn from these and similar experiments. Selec- 
tivity ratios for halides vs. carbon compounds are generally between three to four 
orders of magnitude. They can be improved, at a cost in sensitivity, by using narrower 
spectrometer slits, especially for the atomic In lines. Among these, the 4507 A line 
is preferable to the one at 4098 ~1 (all wavelengths uncorrected). 

J. Clwormdogr., 63 (1971) 229~23G 
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We did not experience the difficulties in resolving the HwZ ibassd tfr~~nnn 4Une Ian 
line in tile 4100 A region as had been reported by other autlpors rmsti,g di&renlt 
optical hardware. (Our spectrometer is capable of 0.2-A m~olation ~4th no-p &k!) 

The 4094 A band can thus be used for selective iodine analysis. SeilectivMes, lln~~wever. 
are small among the halides themselves. Yet, it is no problem CG determiune ti~uun the 
chromatograms whether a compound contains chlorine, bromine, iodine, or rnonne off 
these. Tllis was proven out by giving three “unknown” solut:ons to a coopeax.Cve 
graduate student who was able, within less than an hour, $0 indicate ~orrectiy UBae 
nature of the halogen in each of the six compounds listed in Table H. Hydr~~~~ltwpm, 
of course, would have been immediately apparent by checkin:g the si.muU~eopas 
FID response. One can get a very rough idea of how much halogen is c~~m&a.i.ned 
in a particular molecule by comparing the electrical with the ~opticall chz~~~ell, bunt 
the present reliability of such conclusions is, to say the least, very 110~. 

UNKNOWN SOLUTIONS USED FOR l.IETIERO-ATOM DETERMINATIONS 

0.5 p&p1 0.5 pglpl 

fxlicl~lorotolucnc s_~111.-tetrachlorocthaac 
1 IGlvt 0.G p&p1 

p-dichlorotoluene bromobenzene 
I Pd1l1 2 psl/rl 
syl~r.-tctrachloroetharlc iodobenzene 

Our flame, which is typical of the ionization detector, :gave somewilaa~ ibetlter 
photometric response for the atomic indium emission than 50s the indium halide 
bands, but the preference was not very pronounced. The best ~overa.U~ response xvas 
obtained from bromine compounds. In this contest, the paper by GWECEUE ~?u’aa 
HERMASN should be mentioned, since they first described the indiaun Itilannnc as a 
selective detector for organobromine compoundsH. 

We regarded the good photometric performance of what is essentially a FLD 
as a pleasant suprise. Furthermore, the simple construction and apparent stability 
of the indium source made tile detector easy to install and handle. Its ptentia8 
for characterizing unknown compounds in the dual-mode as well as d&xmi.uning 
the nature of possible halogens involved, were considered .added advantqes. 

We thank Mr. HERBERT H. HILL Jr, and Mr. ERNEST EEEAKE for rthceir mm- 

petent and tireless help. Special thanks are due to Drs. Psc~es~ and Kcdaw~a-QHASS 
~110, although disbelievers in puny flames, provided valuable spectroscopic advice. 
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